SEPTEMBER 6 - WEDNESDAY, 4:00 PM.
OPERACÕES ESPECIAIS
(SPECIAL OPERATIONS)
Dir. Tomás Portella, 2015
Cast: Cléo Pires, Thiago Martins
A police force rookie must deal with being accepted as a woman on the job.
English Subtitles, 98'

OCTOBER 12 - THURSDAY, 4:00 PM.
PONTE AÉREA (AIR SHUTTLE)
Dir. Júlia Rezende, 2015
Cast: Letícia Colin, Caio Blat
A couple faces the difficulties of a long distance relationship after meeting in a flight forced into an emergency landing.
English Subtitles, 100'

OCTOBER 24 - TUESDAY, 4:00 PM.
O DUELO
(The Duel: A Story Where Truth Is Mere Detail)
Dir. Marcos Jorge, 2015
Cast: Joaquim de Almeida, José Wilker
A ship captain moves to a small port town, sparking jealousy with his tales of great exploits. Based on Os velhos marinheiros by Jorge Amado.
English Subtitles, 108'

NOVEMBER 19 - SUNDAY, 4:00 PM.
HOJE (Today)
Dir. Tata Amaral, 2011
Cast: Denise Fraga, César Troncoso
A woman who fought against the military dictatorship receives compensation for the disappearance of her husband.
English Subtitles - 87'